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Coloring book for adults.Perfect for those who like their self help and motivation
with some sass!This tress-relieving swear word coloring book has over 25 singlesided designs for you to color whenever you need a boost of confidence or a not
so gentle reminder of how badass you are.The perfect way to unwind and relax
for those with a subversive and irreverent sense of humour. Colour the things you
can't say. Grab Your Copy Now to Blow Off Steam and Restore Your Peace of
Mind Immediately.Made in USA.!CONTAINS ADULT LANGUAGE. NOT
INTENDED FOR CHILDREN.
2020 Daily Planner Funny Saying Make The World Your Bitch 388 Pages
contains one whole page for every day of the year. See your schedule clearly in
2020! It's time to start planning now to make 2020 an amazing year with this
efficient planner. Makes a perfect gag gift for just the right person in your life. You
know who that is! Imagine the reactions at the birthday party or holiday gathering
when this gift is opened! Each page has marked spaces for the day broken down
into hourly segments between 6 AM and 8 PM. There are blank lines at the
bottom of each daily page for notes. This planner also includes a full page
calendar for each month of 2020 as well as an overview calendar page so you
can see the entire year 2020 at a glance. You will also find a list of of notable
days in 2020. You or your gift recipient will enjoy the funny paperback cover
every time this 2020 planner is used for getting organized, making appointments,
and staying on top of everything life throws your way. People say that failing to
plan is planning to fail. That won't happen to you when you use this awesome
2020 planner. You or your gift recipient will find many uses for this handy 2020
planner.
"[Nightbitch] feels like reading a deliciously long text from your smartest friend,
with a hint of Kafka, if Kafka lived in the age of mommy bloggers . . . Yoder writes
about contemporary anxieties with so much intelligence and charm that she can
cause you to reflect without spiraling into deep depression. That’s a feat, these
days, greater than metamorphosis."—Glamour In this blazingly smart and
voracious debut, an artist turned stay-at-home mom becomes convinced she's
turning into a dog. One day, the mother was a mother, but then one night, she
was quite suddenly something else... An ambitious mother puts her art career on
hold to stay at home with her newborn son, but the experience does not match
her imagination. Two years later, she steps into the bathroom for a break from
her toddler's demands, only to discover a dense patch of hair on the back of her
neck. In the mirror, her canines suddenly look sharper than she remembers. Her
husband, who travels for work five days a week, casually dismisses her fears
from faraway hotel rooms. As the mother's symptoms intensify, and her
temptation to give in to her new dog impulses peak, she struggles to keep her
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alter-canine-identity secret. Seeking a cure at the library, she discovers the
mysterious academic tome which becomes her bible, A Field Guide to Magical
Women: A Mythical Ethnography, and meets a group of mommies involved in a
multilevel-marketing scheme who may also be more than what they seem. An
outrageously original novel of ideas about art, power, and womanhood wrapped
in a satirical fairy tale, Nightbitch will make you want to howl in laughter and
recognition. And you should. You should howl as much as you want.
"Lapin draws on ... real stories from her own career--the good, the bad, and the
ugly--to show what it means to be a 'boss' in twelve easy steps ... She first shows
how to embrace the 'boss of you' mentality by seizing the power that comes from
believing in yourself and expanding your skillset. Then she offers ... advice for
how to kill it at as the 'boss at work,' whether you have a high-up role or not. And
finally, for those who want to take the plunge as an entrepreneur, she lays out the
nuts and bolts of how to be the 'boss of your own business,' from raising money
and getting it off the ground to hiring a kickass staff and dealing [with] office
drama to turning a profit"
2020 Daily Planner Funny Makin Today My Bitch 388 Pages contains one whole
page for every day of the year. See your schedule clearly in 2020! It's time to
start planning now to make 2020 an amazing year with this efficient planner.
Makes a perfect gag gift for just the right person in your life. You know who that
is! Imagine the reactions at the birthday party or holiday gathering when this gift
is opened! Each page has marked spaces for the day broken down into hourly
segments between 6 AM and 8 PM. There are blank lines at the bottom of each
daily page for notes. This planner also includes a full page calendar for each
month of 2020 as well as an overview calendar page so you can see the entire
year 2020 at a glance. You will also find a list of of notable days in 2020. You or
your gift recipient will enjoy the funny paperback cover every time this 2020
planner is used for getting organized, making appointments, and staying on top
of everything life throws your way. People say that failing to plan is planning to
fail. That won't happen to you when you use this awesome 2020 planner. You or
your gift recipient will find many uses for this handy 2020 planner.
Are you tired of the day-to-day drudgery of a job that has become tedious and
boring? Are you ready to finally really change your life? Then make an
appointment with Andrea Kay, a top career counselor who's on call to help you!
No, you don't have to fly to Ohio, where Kay was named Best Career Counselor
by Cincinnati Magazine. You can have a one-on-one counseling session with her
by picking up a copy of Life's a Bitch and Then You Change Careers. Designed
for career changers of every age, the book works like a series of sessions with
Kay, as she takes you through the nine steps that will get you out of your funk
and on to your future. The process begins with the reader doing some soulsearching to define a career objective that's based on who you are, not what
others think you should be. The author then offers a methodical plan for
successfully making the shift, addressing every issue from research and training
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to networking and interviewing to ultimately landing your ideal job. Along the way,
you'll find helpful exercises and real-life examples of Kay's clients who have
made the transition to a happier working life. Kay's personable writing style, vast
knowledge, and years of experience make this life-changing book the next best
thing to a trip to her office.
Swear Word Coloring Book for Adults. Bitch Don't Kill My Vibe is filled with rude
curse words and sweary designs to chill you the F*ck out, make you laugh and
make you relax. With funny quotes and sayings and straight up swear words,
please note that this book is strictly for adults and not kids or children (or
whatever you like to call them!). The content is explicit and the designs are
outstanding. You will enjoy coloring these. Large book measures 8.5" x 11" so
not those little tiny designs that you can just about see. Good quality art work and
a nice glossy cover, a total quality product. Order your Bitch Don't Kill Your Vibe,
Swear Word Adult Coloring Book and join our community of people who like to
throw a bit of shade through color.
Hollywood's hottest mess gets a shot at redemption—and a chance to star
alongside Tinseltown's most sought-after silver fox. But when their on-screen
acting becomes a scorching-hot, forbidden offscreen romance, she discovers
he's hiding a dark secret behind his carefully crafted public image. All the dirty
details of former child star Carly Klein's fall from Hollywood grace were tabloid
news…and they only knew about half of it. But now she's sober and grasping at
the last chance to revive her flatlined career. Devon Hayes is Hollywood royalty.
Branded the sexiest man alive, granted his first shot at producing, he's living a
life most only dream of. But his offscreen reality is more like a nightmare and
makes the twisted tales in his movie plots look tame. When Carly and Devon are
cast opposite each other, Carly is pretty sure Devon is an asshole. Devon is
certain Carly is a spoiled brat. But with chemistry that would make a nun lust like
a schoolgirl, these two are DTF. Classic. As their broken parts begin to pull them
together, on-screen love turns…could it be? Into the real thing. Faced with the
prying paparazzi, vindictive agents and career-ending secrets, Devon and Carly
have already sacrificed their souls for fame. Living a lie in public is a small price
to pay for ecstasy in private…for now. Part One of Two. The story continues in
Total Trainwreck. Don't miss it!
A complete guide to caring for bitches for the experienced breeder and the novice bitch
owner
From the author of the bestselling Prozac Nation comes one of the most entertaining
feminist manifestos ever written. In five brilliant extended essays, she links the lives of
women as demanding and disparate as Amy Fisher, Hillary Clinton, Margaux
Hemingway, and Nicole Brown Simpson. Wurtzel gives voice to those women whose
lives have been misunderstood, who have been dismissed for their beauty, their
madness, their youth. Bitch is a brilliant tract on the history of manipulative female
behavior. By looking at women who derive their power from their sexuality, Wurtzel
offers a trenchant cultural critique of contemporary gender relations. Beginning with
Delilah, the first woman to supposedly bring a great man down (latter-day Delilahs
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include Yoko Ono, Pam Smart, Bess Myerson), Wurtzel finds many biblical
counterparts to the men and women in today's headlines. She finds in the story of Amy
Fisher the tragic plight of all Lolitas, our thirst for their brief and intense flame. She
connects Hemingway's tragic suicide to those of Sylvia Plath, Edie Sedgwick, and
Marilyn Monroe, women whose beauty was an end, ultimately, in itself. Wurtzel, writing
about the wife/mistress dichotomy, explains how some women are anointed as wife
material, while others are relegated to the role of mistress. She takes to task the double
standard imposed on women, the cultural insistence on goodness and society's
complete obsession with badness: what's a girl to do? Let's face it, if women were any
real threat to male power, "Gennifer Flowers would be sitting behind the desk of the
Oval Office," writes Wurtzel, "and Bill Clinton would be a lounge singer in the Excelsior
Hotel in Little Rock." Bitch tells a tale both celebratory and cautionary as Wurtzel
catalogs some of the most infamous women in history, defending their outsize desires,
describing their exquisite loneliness, championing their take-no-prisoners approach to
life and to love. Whether writing about Courtney Love, Sally Hemings, Bathsheba,
Kimba Wood, Sharon Stone, Princess Di--or waxing eloquent on the hideous success
of The Rules, the evil that is The Bridges of Madison County, the twisted logic of You'll
Never Make Love in This Town Again--Wurtzel is back with a bitchography that cuts to
the core. In prose both blistering and brilliant, Bitch is a treatise on the nature of
desperate sexual manipulation and a triumph of pussy power.
Bitch, Please.: A Vulgar Composition Book For a Classy, No Nonsense Bitch. Why use
a boring black and white marbled composition book or planner when you can take
notes, get shit done and talk shit to everyone around you? This notebook journal
features a funny yet basic cover with a rude phrase on it. Click on our brand to see
other styles as well! 120 pages (60 sheets) Blank lined College ruled white colored
paper Book dimensions: 7.5 in. x 9.25 in. (19.05 cm. x 23.5 cm.) Matte finish, soft cover
Perfect composition book for taking notes, making lists, journaling, or a diary.
For every Skinny Bitch, there's a kick-ass man just as eager to take control of his
weight and health. The New York Times bestselling authors now share their tips for
turning Dad bods into Skinny Bastards. What's good for the bitch is good for the
bastard. Hundreds of thousands of women have been inspired to "use their head" and
get real about the food they eat after reading the best-selling manifesto Skinny Bitch.
But it turns out some men have been reading over their girlfriends' shoulders.
Professional athletes such as Milwaukee Brewers' Prince Fielder and the Dallas
Mavericks' Jerry Stackhouse have adopted a whole new eating plan because of the
book. Now authors Rory Freedman and Kim Barnouin think it's time for the guys to
have a book of their own. In Skinny Bastard, they'll explain why the macho "meat and
potatoes" diet is total crap, why having a gut is un-cool (and a turn-off), and how to get
buff on the right foods. Eating well shouldn't be a "girlie" thing-and the Bitches will whip
any man into shape with their straight-talk, sound guidance, and locker room language.
A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice • A Good Morning America
Recommended Book • A BuzzFeed Most Anticipated Book of the Year • A Lit Hub
Most Anticipated Book of the Year • A Rumpus Most Anticipated Book of the Year • A
Bustle Most Anticipated Book of the Month "A pathbreaking feminist manifesto,
impossible to put down or dismiss. Gina Frangello tells the morally complex story of her
adulterous relationship with a lover and her shortcomings as a mother, and in doing so,
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highlights the forces that shaped, silenced, and shamed her: everyday misogyny,
puritanical expectations regarding female sexuality and maternal sacrifice, and male
oppression." —Adrienne Brodeur, author of Wild Game Gina Frangello spent her early
adulthood trying to outrun a youth marked by poverty and violence. Now a long-married
wife and devoted mother, the better life she carefully built is emotionally upended by the
death of her closest friend. Soon, awakened to fault lines in her troubled marriage,
Frangello is caught up in a recklessly passionate affair, leading a double life while
continuing to project the image of the perfect family. When her secrets are finally
uncovered, both her home and her identity will implode, testing the limits of desire,
responsibility, love, and forgiveness. Blow Your House Down is a powerful testimony
about the ways our culture seeks to cage women in traditional narratives of selfsacrifice and erasure. Frangello uses her personal story to examine the place of women
in contemporary society: the violence they experience, the rage they suppress, the
ways their bodies often reveal what they cannot say aloud, and finally, what it means to
transgress "being good" in order to reclaim your own life.
"'Country crock' first published, in different form, in Nasty women: feminism, resistance,
and revolution in Trump's America (Macmillan Publishing Group, 2017), and
'Hysterical!' first published, in slightly different form, in Gay Mag on April 10, 2018"--Title
page verso.
2020 Daily Planner Funny Make Today Your Bitch 388 Pages contains one whole page
for every day of the year. See your schedule clearly in 2020! It's time to start planning
now to make 2020 an amazing year with this efficient planner. Makes a perfect gag gift
for just the right person in your life. You know who that is! Imagine the reactions at the
birthday party or holiday gathering when this gift is opened! Each page has marked
spaces for the day broken down into hourly segments between 6 AM and 8 PM. There
are blank lines at the bottom of each daily page for notes. This planner also includes a
full page calendar for each month of 2020 as well as an overview calendar page so you
can see the entire year 2020 at a glance. You will also find a list of of notable days in
2020. You or your gift recipient will enjoy the funny paperback cover every time this
2020 planner is used for getting organized, making appointments, and staying on top of
everything life throws your way. People say that failing to plan is planning to fail. That
won't happen to you when you use this awesome 2020 planner. You or your gift
recipient will find many uses for this handy 2020 planner.
In the summer of 2002, I began to chronicle my Daily events on a Major Label recording
session with a bidding-war band, an infamous producer, and a seemingly limitless
budget. Every night, after a long session with these crazy characters, I posted up the
day's events. The results were spectacular. As Metro reporter Gina Arnold put it,
"Mixerman is supposed to be writing about recording techniques, but somehow,
through that prism, he has hit upon a gripping story." That's right, it was even
mentioned in random newspapers at the time.When I began posting my story, I had an
audience of 200. By week 4 that grew to 25,000. And by the last entry, I was posting to
the delight of over 150,000 music business professionals around the world. There were
discussion threads all over the internet, debating every decision we made along the
way. The story went viral before viral was even really a thing. Most people find them
sidesplittingly hilarious. The Daily Adventures are available in book form, but you
should also check out the audiobook, which has been produced like an old radio show,
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with music, foley, sound ƒx, and characters performed by some of the most well-known
record producers and engineers of all time.

Swear to Calm Down & Relax..."My middle finger salutes you." If you ever want
to give your boss a middle finger, this unconventional adult coloring book is the
perfect cure for the itch of your tender mind. The 26 pro-artists prepared
illustrations match perfectly with the words and phrases you want to speak out
loud but never dare to. Now it's THE time to remove your civilized mask and
enjoy your true self. What the F*CK is really in this book of myth? Look Inside to
find out now!
Bull Terriers (A Vintage Dog Books Breed Classic - Bull Terrier) Originally
published in the early 50s this scarce book on the Bull Terrier is both expensive
and hard to find in its first edition. VINTAGE DOG BOOKS have republished it
using the original text and photographs, as part of their CLASSIC BREED
BOOKS series. The one hundred and ten pages contain twenty one articles by
an assortment of well known contributors. All have been heavily involved in Bull
Terrier circles for many years, and write with the benefit of much practical
experience with the breed. Contents include: - The Appeal of the Bull Terrier. Here and There in 50 Years. - Bull Terriers Abroad. - Care of the In-Whelp Bitch
and Weaning of a Litter. - How Heavy? How Large? - Bull Terrier Pedigrees in
1950. - Experts Opinions on the Breed. - Judges and Judging. - Stewarding. Miniature Bull Terriers. - etc. The book is illustrated with black and white photos
of famous dogs and their owners. This is a fascinating read for any Bull Terrier
enthusiast or historian of the breed, but also contains much information that is
still useful and practical today. Many of the earliest dog breed books are now
extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. VINTAGE DOG BOOKS are
republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions,
using the original text and artwork.
A sharp and candid memoir from a star in the restaurant world, and an up-andcoming literary voice. Toronto restaurateur Jen Agg, the woman behind the
popular The Black Hoof, Cocktail Bar, Rhum Corner, and Agrikol restaurants, is
known for her frank, crystal-sharp and often hilarious observations and ideas on
the restaurant industry and the world around her. I Hear She's a Real Bitch, her
first book, is caustic yet intimate, and wryly observant; an unforgettable glimpse
into the life of one of the most interesting, smart, trail-blazing voices of this
moment.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “This radiant book will not only
change your life, but perhaps even save it.”—Elizabeth Gilbert, #1 New York
Times bestselling author “Martha Beck's genius is that her writing is equal parts
comforting and challenging. A teacher, a mother, a sage, she holds our hand as
she leads us back home to ourselves.”—Glennon Doyle, #1 New York Times
bestselling author Bestselling author, life coach, and sociologist Martha Beck
explains why “integrity”—needed now more than ever in these tumultuous
times—is the key to a meaningful and joyful life As Martha Beck says in her book,
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“Integrity is the cure for psychological suffering. Period.” In The Way of Integrity,
Beck presents a four-stage process that anyone can use to find integrity, and
with it, a sense of purpose, emotional healing, and a life free of mental suffering.
Much of what plagues us—people pleasing, staying in stale relationships, negative
habits—all point to what happens when we are out of touch with what truly makes
us feel whole. Inspired by The Divine Comedy, Beck uses Dante’s classic hero’s
journey as a framework to break down the process of attaining personal integrity
into small, manageable steps. She shows how to read our internal signals that
lead us towards our true path, and to recognize what we actually yearn for versus
what our culture sells us. With techniques tested on hundreds of her clients, Beck
brings her expertise as a social scientist, life coach and human being to help
readers to uncover what integrity looks like in their own lives. She takes us on a
spiritual adventure that not only will change the direction of our lives, but also
bring us to a place of genuine happiness.
Can you learn to be lucky?Self-made millionaire Denise Duffield-Thomas not only
believes this is possible, she knows it’s possible. From being broke, hating her
office job and generally having a life that made her completely miserable, Denise
went on to travel the world and make all of her dreams come true within the
space of a few years. She attracted more than half a million dollars- worth of free
travel, scholarships, prizes and bank errors in her favour, and in this book she
reveals how you can do the same.Whether you’re already lucky and want to
attract even more into your life, or you feel like your luck is just about to run out,
Lucky Bitch will show you how to take action in areas of your life that are lacking
in magic.With her trademark humour and encouragement, Denise gives clear and
effective instructions based on the principles of the Law of Attraction to get you
closer to living your dream life. You’ll also learn the ‘Ten Lucky Bitch
Commandments’ and how to use them to create luck in all areas of life, including
business and money.This book has already changed the lives of tens of
thousands of women. Now it has the potential to change yours. If you’ve been
asking for an answer or a miracle, this book is it!
2020 Daily Planner Funny Saying Makin The World My Bitch 388 Pages contains
one whole page for every day of the year. See your schedule clearly in 2020! It's
time to start planning now to make 2020 an amazing year with this efficient
planner. Makes a perfect gag gift for just the right person in your life. You know
who that is! Imagine the reactions at the birthday party or holiday gathering when
this gift is opened! Each page has marked spaces for the day broken down into
hourly segments between 6 AM and 8 PM. There are blank lines at the bottom of
each daily page for notes. This planner also includes a full page calendar for
each month of 2020 as well as an overview calendar page so you can see the
entire year 2020 at a glance. You will also find a list of of notable days in 2020.
You or your gift recipient will enjoy the funny paperback cover every time this
2020 planner is used for getting organized, making appointments, and staying on
top of everything life throws your way. People say that failing to plan is planning
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to fail. That won't happen to you when you use this awesome 2020 planner. You
or your gift recipient will find many uses for this handy 2020 planner.
Wisenberg may have lost a breast, but she retained her humor, outrage, and
skepticism toward common wisdom and most institutions. While following the
prescribed protocols at the place she called Fancy Hospital, Wisenberg is
unsparing in her descriptions of the fumblings of new doctors, her own awkward
announcement to her students, and the mounds of unrecyclable plastic left at a
survivors’ walk. Combining the personal with the political, she shares her
research on the money spent on pink ribbons instead of preventing pollution, and
the disparity in medical care between the insured and the uninsured. When
chemotherapy made her bald, she decorated her head with henna swirls in front
and an antiwar protest in back. During treatment, she also recorded the dailiness
of life in Chicago as she rode the L, taught while one-breasted, and attended
High Holiday services and a Passover seder. Wisenberg’s writing has been
compared to a mix of Leon Wieseltier and Fran Lebowitz, and in this book, she
has Wieseltier’s erudition and Lebowitz’s self-deprecating cleverness: “If
anybody ever offers you the choice between suffering and depression, take the
suffering. And I don't mean physical suffering. I mean emotional suffering. I am
hereby endorsing psychic suffering over depression.” From The Adventures of
Cancer Bitch: I found that when you invite people to a pre-mastectomy party,
they show up. Even those with small children. The kids were so young that they
didn't notice that most of the food had nipples. . . . I talked to everyone—about
what I'm not sure. Probably about my surgery. Everyone told me how well I
looked. I felt giddy. I was going to go under, but not yet; I was going to be cut, but
not yet; I was going to be bald, but not yet. As my friend who had bladder cancer
says: The thing about cancer is you feel great until they start treating you for it.
2019 Daily Planner Funny Make Today Your Bitch 384 Pages paperback
contains one whole page for every day of the year! Make 2019 your year with this
efficient planner. Each page has marked spaces for the day broken down into
hourly segments between 6 AM and 8 PM. There are blank lines at the bottom of
each daily page for notes. This planner also includes a full page calendar for
each month as well as an overview calendar page so you can see the entire year
at a glance. You will also find a list of of notable days in 2019. You or your gift
recipient will enjoy the fun design on the paperback cover every time this 2019
planner is used for getting organized, making appointments, and staying on top
of everything life throws your way. You or your gift recipient will find many uses
for this handy 2019 planner. www.DistinctiveJournals.com
Turn Your Stress Into Success! Turn your stress into success with this motivational and
inspirational swear word adult coloring book! For fans of adult coloring books and swear word
coloring books Coloring page designs are printed single-sided to prevent bleed Swear word
phrases and expressions like: "Not giving a fuck is better than revenge, Trust no man fear no
bitch, and You're pretty fuckin' rad keep that shit up." Makes the perfect gift or a fun coloring
party Buy 'Make Life Your Bitch' now! ***NOT INTENDED FOR CHILDREN.***
A piercing, unflinching new volume offers necessary music for our tumultuous present, from
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“perhaps the best public poet we have” (Boston Globe). In her first volume of new poems in
twelve years, Rita Dove investigates the vacillating moral compass guiding America’s, and the
world’s, experiments in democracy. Whether depicting the first Jewish ghetto in sixteenthcentury Venice or the contemporary efforts of Black Lives Matter, a girls’ night clubbing in the
shadow of World War II or the doomed nobility of Muhammad Ali’s conscious objector stance,
this extraordinary poet never fails to connect history’s grand exploits to the triumphs and
tragedies of individual lives. Meticulously orchestrated and musical in its forms, Playlist for the
Apocalypse collects a dazzling array of voices: an elevator operator simmers with resentment,
an octogenarian dances an exuberant mambo, a spring cricket philosophizes with mordant
humor on hip hop, critics, and Valentine’s Day. Calamity turns all too personal in the book’s
final section, “Little Book of Woe,” which charts a journey from terror to hope as Dove learns
to cope with debilitating chronic illness. At turns audaciously playful and grave, alternating
poignant meditations on mortality and acerbic observations of injustice, Playlist for the
Apocalypse takes us from the smallest moments of redemption to catastrophic failures of the
human soul. Listen up, the poet says, speaking truth to power; what you’ll hear in return is “a
lifetime of song.”
Are you feeling stressed out from all the bullshit life throws at you? Do you have a friend or
loved one who is stressed the hell out? You are in the right fucking place to blow off some
steam, relax, and leave all that shit behind you while you write your feelings down in this
gratitude journal. But why stop at writing about the shit you're grateful to have in your life? You
can also bitch and complain about all the shit that pisses you off in this convenient sized 6x9
journal that has over 100 pages! This journal is designed as a funny gift to help an overworked
and stressed out bad ass woman find a way to laugh at the crazy and hectic days of life,
motherhood, work, school, relationships, and anything that stresses her the hell out in general!
The daily gratitude journal pages has prompts for you to write something: "You are so fucking
grateful to have" The "Bitch, Jerk, Jackass, Dickhead or Asshole of the Day" "I'm so fucking
proud of myself for this" "I'm so glad I didn't fucking do this today" "One good fucking thing that
happened today was" Rate how many people have pissed you off today in cupcakes Includes
space for adding more of your own personal thoughts like a daily place for you to write "shit
you have to do today" and your "notes and shit." **Don't waste anymore fucking time reading
this description. Go ahead and buy this gratitude journal today! It's a great gift for friends,
family, coworkers, Christmas, Secret Santa, birthdays, gag gifts, and more!
Discover the story of Lacey Jones, former queen bitch, as she tries to put together the pieces
of the puzzle that has become her life? After a horrific accident, Lacey Jones wakes up from a
two month long coma only to realize that she's lost all memory of the last two years. In this
time, she has turned from a wallflower into the gorgeous and popular Queen Bee of her high
school. Adding to the confusion, she is confronted with two guys who claim to love her; her
football star boyfriend and the mysterious and attractive Finn.Now Lacey has to figure out who
she can trust as she starts to put her life back together and slowly discovers what really
happened on the night of the accident.Will she be able to resist her developing feelings for
Finn and stay loyal to her boyfriend?
An edgy yet accessible “bad bitch” guide to life, love, and success from Amber Rose,
renowned model, entrepreneur, and pop culture personality. Bad Bitch (n.): A self-respecting,
strong female who has everything together. This consists of body, mind, finances, and attitude;
a woman who gets her way by any means necessary. Amber Rose didn’t let her early years in
the tough neighborhood of South Philly keep her from achieving her star-studded goals. From
the sets of music videos, to high fashion runways and magazines, to life at home with her
beautiful son, Amber doesn’t hesitate to command her personal stage with confidence, edge,
attitude, and her own form of grace. For the first time, this renowned model, actress, socialite,
pop culture maven, and self-proclaimed “bad bitch” is sharing her secrets on how to lead a
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powerful life in this edgy yet accessible guide to life, love, and success. With unparalleled
candor, “Muva” pulls back the curtain on her rollercoaster of a journey from a young trailblazer
to a worldwide phenomenon—and it’s this evolution that has influenced her intoxicating,
authoritative outlook on life and love. Filled with expert advice and personal anecdotes, How to
Be a Bad Bitch covers finances, career, love, beauty, and fashion while emphasizing
confidence, positive self-acceptance, and authenticity. Above all, Amber delivers a message to
all women in this fiercely fearless guide: work hard, love yourself, embrace your femininity and
sexuality, and most importantly, chase the best vision of you possible.
Do you ever find yourself thinking, how could you be so stupid, you look fat, or you’re a
horrible mother? Are you afraid people will find out you’ve fooled them into thinking you're
competent? If you’re guilty of expressing these types of discouraging messages, then you
have a bitch in your head. This self-critical behavior can wreak havoc with your life—it can keep
you from getting the love you want, the raise you deserve, or even a good night’s sleep. Dr.
Plumez began to notice a pattern with her patients being too hard on themselves. She found
that gentler approaches didn’t work, but when she told them they were being a bitch—to
themselves!—they finally recognized their self-defeating attitude and how much it was weighing
them down.With this book, Dr. Plumez can help you banish the bitch. It identifies the different
types of “bitches”—work, marriage, parenting, and so on—and provides effective tools and
techniques to combat the forms of self-destruction described. Once you begin to encourage
rather than criticize, you will find that your career, social life, and relationships almost magically
improve.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER #1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER Discover how to embrace
your best basic self in this laugh-out-loud funny guidebook from the breakout star of Bravo’s
hit reality show Vanderpump Rules, perfect for fans of the relatable and entertaining books by
The Betches and Andi Dorfman. Millions of Vanderpump Rules viewers and podcast listeners
know Stassi Schroeder as a major defender of Basic Bitch rights. There’s nothing more boring
than people who take themselves too seriously or think that you have to be pretentious to be
cool. Stassi champions the things that many of us are afraid to love publicly for fear of being
labeled basic: lattes, pugs, bubbly cocktails, millennial pink, #OOTD (outfit of the day, obvs),
astrology, hot dogs, the perfect pair of Louboutins, romantic comedies...the list goes on and
on. This book is for people tired of pretending they would rather see a Daniel Day-Lewis movie
about sewing or read War and Peace than watch a Saw marathon or read...well, this book! In
Next Level Basic, the reality star, podcast queen, and ranch dressing expert gives you hilarious
and pointed lessons on how to have fun and celebrate yourself, with exclusive stories from her
own life and on the set of Vanderpump Rules. From her very public breakups to her most
intimate details about her plastic surgery, Stassi shares her own personal experiences with her
trademark honesty—all with the hope you can learn something from them.
After five years atop the Skinny Bitch phenomenon, author Kim Barnouin has grown as a cook,
a nutritionist, and a mom. Now she delivers the “Ultimate” cookbook that will be for everyone
looking for a healthier way to feed themselves, their families, and friends. Kim's emphasis is on
“easy,” and her kick-ass recipes feature seasonal produce (no fake meat or hard-to-find
ingredients) and provide a versatility of tastes and cuisines, from Mediterranean to Californiafresh. With almost 150 recipes, full-color photos, complete nutritional breakdowns, and simple
“switch-outs” for quick variations, it will be the new “gotta have" on any healthy bitch's
bookshelf. Whether readers are looking to gradually add more meatless dishes to their meals,
or want to go “all-out” vegan, Skinny Bitch: Ultimate Everyday Cookbook will be their “go-to”
source for getting their “bitch” on—in the kitchen.

Be unique with this one of kind coloring book; that is unlike anything else. ZEN
OF A BITCH is a funny with cuss words coloring book with jounaling prompts and
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journal paper to let your bullshit go. Release your stress through coloring and
relax. This isn't a difficult method and anyone can do it. All it takes is a open mind
of your struggles and willingness to ask whether you want to get back your inner
shit and a focus on you. That's doable, and fucking awesome. This paperback
coloring book is 8.5" x 11" (A4 size) and has 100 pages. Suitable for women
WHO WANT TO GET REAL WITH THEMSELVES! Coloring Pages Journal
Paper Prompt Journaling Sweary Words Color Test Page And More........... Great
for: Christmas Stocking Stuffers & Gift Baskets Birthday & Christmas Gifts
Graduation & End of School Year Gifts White Elephant Gifts Tired Moms Gift
Giving Summer Travel & Vacations Easter Gifts Woman That Are On The Go Art
Journals and Doodle Diaries Office Coworker Gifts Busy Moms Retirees And Of
Course Don't Forget Your Fucking Self. If you are looking for a different book,
make sure to click on the author name for other great coloring book ideas.
It's weird and frankly bewildering that the most talented women in the world are
often the ones struggling to make fabulous money from their talents. In Get Rich,
Lucky Bitch!, you'll get the tools and inspiration you need to go to the next level of
wealth - whether you're starting from scratch or itching to break through the
million-dollar mark. Denise Duffield-Thomas has been through the whole financial
rollercoaster herself - she has probably made every financial mistake possible!
Finally, having had enough of under-earning, she dedicated a year to practising
everything she knew about the Law of Attraction and applied it directly to money.
As a result of all this work, her income doubled, then tripled, and in a few years
she went from always being broke to being a successful entrepreneur. And in this
book she teaches you how create the same shifts in your own life. This book is
the most practical manifestation book you'll ever read. You'll get day-to-day
actions, inspiration, kick-up-the-butt real talk and loving advice. There's no
amount of money you could want that's too big or too small. Denise will teach you
to cut through years of under-earning and chronic underserving, fly through your
income goals, heal your money wounds and break through old self-beliefs. No
matter where you're starting from, if you're willing to uncover what's holding you
back, this book will help you create money miracles in your life.
Whoever said, "sticks and stones may break your bones, but words will never
hurt you" never met an a**hole. Here, you'll find more than 1,200 of the most
biting quotes, comments, and comebacks ever uttered, including: "I would like to
take you seriously, but to do so would be an affront to your intelligence."
--George Bernard Shaw "Only two things are infinite, the universe and human
stupidity, and I'm not sure about the former." --Albert Einstein "If they can make
penicillin out of moldy bread, they can sure make something out of you."
--Muhammed Ali You won't just find quotes from typical a**holes like Winston
Churchill, Joseph Stalin, and Mark Twain, either. You'll also see what happens
when practically perfect folks like Walt Disney, Mahatma Ghandi, and Audrey
Hepburn lose their cool. So embrace your dark side and get ready to enjoy every
over-confident, over-blown, over-the-top a**hole comment you'll ever need.
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Tell em to hold on, a real bitch is coming.' Kahyla James was an ordinary girl with
dreams of one day making it big. And she was well on her way, especially with a
street gangsta like Anthony 'Boston' Dixon training her to be a self made bitch.
But when she was betrayed by the people that she loved the most it forced her to
take actions into her own hands and show the city just how ruthless she could be.
Ride with Kahyla as she navigates the streets showing the gangsta's that the
penalty for betrayal is still death.
Thiago Ultra presents you with this awesome swear word coloring book,
containing the best art ever created by the artist, along with positive sweary
expressions to make your day even better! Join this coloring adventure alongside
Thiago Ultra and be delighted when coloring his delicate, but full of character,
designs. 20+ unique hand-drawn illustrations with swear words and beautiful
patterns. All images are printed single sided to avoid damage to other illustrations
from color bleeding. Hours and hours of relaxation, mindful calm and stress relief.
Ultimate fun! Grab you copy today!
literally all just.. you're a bitch
Swear Word Coloring Books: Bitch-Bombs For Bitches.TRENDING NOW! ALL
NEW BITCHY RELEASE! It's payback time for all those bitchesColor Bitch-Bomb
swear words entwined in gorgeous art-house designs. Choose bitch words to fit
the bitches. Have fun, chill-out, release stress and relax in a totally artistic way.
'Game Over Bitches'. B-Bombs are like love-notes... in reverse! Enjoy! NOW
WITH BITCH-BOMBS YOU CAN KICK IT UP A KNOTCH AND TAKE SWEAR
WORD COLORING TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL. SWEAR BY COLORING: Bitcherasing bitchilicious swear words on every page. COLORFUL ADULT
PLEASURE-STATE: It's about 'Me Time'. Have fun, relax and be happy with just
you and your own creativity. COLOR AWAY: Release stress and anger as you
color-in the rudest swear words imaginable. FOREVER PAGES: Turn your
coloring book into a keeper. Each coloring page is printed on a separate sheet so
you can create a beautiful book with no bleed through. COLOR-UP THE WILD
AND THE BEAUTIFUL: Cute pet animals, secret gardens, beautiful flowers,
birds, women, mystic motifs and more, for your coloring pleasure. YOUR ART
STUDIO: Stunning coloring pages created by talented artists' passionate about
the art of design. Bitch-Bombs for Bitches Swear Word Coloring pages are
designed with artistic adult colorists in mind. - NEW RELEASE! The hot off the
press Swear Word Coloring Book for every adult who 'swears by coloring'. Sized to frame at 8.5" x 11" - Single-Sided Pages - Printed on white paper - A
selection of coloring pages for all coloring levels up to the most advanced. Tags:
swear word coloring book; swear word adult coloring book; sweary coloring book;
adult swear word coloring book; adult coloring books best sellers; adult coloring
books; coloring books for adults relaxation; artists illustrators; mandalas; stress
relieving patterns; coloring pages for adults; meditation; mindfulness meditation;
nature mandalas coloring books for grownups; anti-stress management; sweary
words coloring book; swear coloring book; cursing coloring book; the sweary
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coloring book; swearing coloring book
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